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Abstract—Scrum seems to work extremely well as an agile project management approach. An obvious question is why. To answer that question, we carried out a longitudinal case study of a distributed project using Scrum across Denmark and India. In our analysis of case study data we used three selected theoretical frameworks. We conclude that Scrum works so well because it provides communication, social integration, control, and coordination mechanisms that are especially useful for distributed and agile project management.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Driven by increasing time-to-market pressure as well as cost saving incentives, more and more software projects are becoming global [cf. 1] with project participants distributed in different places. This means that work is being done by anyone who does it better, cheaper, or faster. It also means that a company may have many projects characterized by rapidly assembled project teams, geographically dispersed, but with highly specialized professionals who perform specific projects. Thus, distributed teams and distributed projects will be very common in the future.

Software development includes activities such as analysis, design, coding and testing. A project management approach prescribes processes for carrying out management of software development activities. In the mid 1990s software development approaches were effective in large-scale, long-term development efforts that employed stable and disciplined processes [2]. In contrast, many software projects involved rapid changes in requirements and unpredictable complexity. Software development approaches achieving a balance between flexibility and discipline were needed [3, 4] – and thus agile approaches were invented.

These approaches have received much attention from both the practitioner and researcher community over the last 10-15 years - first as a novelty and later as a development approach that has become widely used in practice [5]. Agile approaches are often referred to as high-speed development [6], an approach for dealing with change [7] characterized by iterative processes [8]. A prominent example of agile processes is Scrum [9].

Today, more and more companies are adopting Scrum for agile software project management. In Denmark, the authors have regularly been teaching professional IT project management courses, and recently – since 2008 – it has been obvious that more and more people know Scrum and are working in organizations using Scrum or at least parts of Scrum. Out of 100 project managers, approximately 1/4 were from organizations using Scrum in 2009, and in 2010 the number had risen to 1/3. These numbers are based on “raise-your-hand if you use it.” Nevertheless, the authors believe that these numbers give a clear indication that Scrum has gained surprising momentum recently.

Based on the trend towards distributed and global software development and the fact that Scrum seems to work extremely well as an agile project management approach, we phrase the obvious question, “Why does Scrum work?” as our research question.

A. SCRUM

Scrum was first described as The Rugby Approach in Harvard Business Review [10], emphasizing that small cross-functional teams produce better results. Jeff Sutherland and Ken Schwaber used the Scrum approach in their companies in the mid-1990s, and they worked together to formalize the Scrum approach [11]. Jeff Sutherland continued to study distributed projects using Scrum [cf. 11, 12].

In short, Scrum is an iterative approach where an iteration lasting two to four weeks is called a Sprint. The wished-for functionality is written as User Stories and prioritized in a Product Backlog by a Product Owner representing the customer view. The highest prioritized functionality becomes the target functionality for a Sprint. The Sprint starts with a Sprint Planning Meeting where the targeted functionality is broken down and estimated (sized). Every day the project team meets in a Daily Stand-up
Meeting that takes place in front of a Scrum Board. The daily meeting is not supposed to take more than 15 minutes and is chaired by a Scrum Master responsible for the process. During the meeting every team member answers four questions. (1) What did you do yesterday? (2) What are you doing today? (3) Problems encountered? (4) Innovations? They work on four columns. The Scrum Board has estimated (sized) tasks in the first column, and the tasks in progress are in the second column – that is where team members move tasks that they have taken on. When a team member believes a task is finished it is moved to the third column called Done, and when another team member has quality assured the task it is moved to the fourth column called Done Done. Finally, when a task is finished it is registered on a Burn-Down Chart where you can see expected versus realized production.

After the two to four week iteration, the Sprint produces a deliverable of value to the customer(s) represented by the Product Owner. In the concrete, the produced functionality is demonstrated to the Product Owner who then recognizes the value of the deliverable. Last but not least, the team looks back and carries out a Retrospective where they try to learn from the Sprint just completed: What worked for us? What did not work? What changes will we implement in the next Sprint?

B. The challenges of distributed projects

We define a distributed project as one where the project team is separated by geography, time zones and/or culture, but nevertheless has to work together as a team.

Distributed projects will typically - as traditional projects – have a project manager. The majority of project management work will be the same in a traditional or a distributed project. But some things will be different or more challenging when managing distributed projects. The question is of course: What will be different?

Project management knowledge has recently been gathered and presented by two organizations worldwide. One is the Project Management Institute (PMI) [13]. They have published a book of knowledge with nine areas, each containing the processes that together make it possible to achieve effective project management. Analyzing these areas for a distributed project, we find that: (1) it becomes harder to obtain a common understanding of the Project Scope. (2) Human resource management becomes harder, as you cannot “pat your people on the shoulder” when they are doing a good job. (3) It is difficult to communicate at a distance. Building trust at a distance is a further issue. (4) More focus on early and fixed work breakdown structure (WBS) is needed to be able to distribute work to distributed team members. (5) As quality is the fulfillment of expectations and because expectations may be culturally influenced and therefore different, quality may be harder to manage.

The other organization is the International Project Management Association (IPMA) who published a so-called Competence Baseline [14] for project management. In addition to the challenges in distributed projects identified above, it is mainly the behavioral competences that need to be adapted. Especially: (1) Spreading energy and enthusiasm [14, p.90ff "Engagement and Motivation" competence] at a distance and possibly through some computer-supported media is more difficult. (2) Teambuilding, developing a team spirit [14, p.52], and building personal relations and networks can be a lot more difficult if people are not physically together. (3) “Help ensure effective communications with the project team ...” [14, p. 106] will be more challenging when communication needs reach across distances and cultures.

In general, studies of distributed and global software development have shown that what you need to deal with are the three “C”s: communication, coordination and control [15-17]. We have answered the research question of why Scrum works by analyzing a longitudinal case study of a distributed software development project using Scrum to ensure in-depth knowledge.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We describe the study and our analysis in section II. Then follows sections III - VII accounting for our findings in three areas: social team capital, boundary objects, and articulation theory, the three areas where our analysis reveals that Scrum works and provides value in distributed projects. Plus two sections on Control, social integration and motivation. Finally, our conclusion in section VII lists the nine answers we found that together explain why Scrum works.

II. Research Method

To obtain detailed qualitative data for analysis and to answer our research question of why Scrum works, we looked for a case of software development that we could follow in detail and over a period of time.

Danske Bank gave us the opportunity to follow a distributed project team using Scrum. Group IT of Danske Bank, has approximately 2500 IT people employed, of which 80% is located in Denmark and 20% is located in India. Danske Bank uses a staff augmentation strategy for outsourcing meaning in which most projects have team members from both Denmark and India. In India, the team members are employed by an Indian company, ITC Infotech, but they work for the Danske Bank account.

We found a project using the agile method Scrum with participants distributed across the two countries: Seven in a Scrum team in Denmark and eight in a Scrum team in India. For ease of reference, we call the project DELHI.

The DELHI project started in May 2010. We interviewed the Project Manager for the first time right from the beginning of the project when he was appointed project manager. Shortly after the first interview the project manager went to India and initiated a Scrum team there. The set-up in the project as a whole consisted of two Scrum-teams, one in Denmark and one in India, with daily Scrum-of-Scrums meetings where the Project Manager and the two Scrum Masters met virtually, either by a phone conference or using
a tool called e-meeting. As part of setting up the Indian Scrum team, the Danish Project Manager planned a one-week visit to India where the purpose was partly to diffuse knowledge and skills on Scrum, and partly to do some classic team building.

Our first interview guide - used in the first few interviews - was based on our conceptual analysis of project management knowledge areas [13] and competence [14] approaches. We used an open interview guide asking about the use of Scrum, communication, coordination and control [cf. 15]. We interviewed the project manager before and after his visit to India. The ‘after’ interview focused on whether his expectations and plans had been fulfilled.

At this point, we gathered our data and analyzed them applying some coding procedures from Grounded Theory - an inherently flexible methodology in which the researcher “should simply code and analyze categories and properties with theoretical codes which will emerge and generate their complex theory of a complex world”[18]. We used the Strauss and Corbin [19] school of thought where GT analysis is composed of three groups of coding procedures called open, axial and selective coding. Open coding reveals the core ideas found in the data by labeling phenomena and discovering categories. Axial coding develops a deeper understanding of how the identified categories are related. And finally, selective coding involves the integration of the categories that have been developed to form the initial theoretical framework.

When coding, we came up with categories such as: social integration, common vision, common language, networking, and building trust. We soon realized that a lot of what we were finding could be captured by the concept of Social Capital [20] which has three dimensions, namely, structural, relational, and cognitive. The structural dimension equals the relationships possessed by group members; the relational dimension is about nature and quality of the relations; and the cognitive dimension concerns shared language and meaning [20].

A. The second round of interviews and a visit to India

Based on our first round of coding, we decided to change our interview guide to include social capital. In doing this, we used a framework by Evans & Carson [21] that uses couple social capital as a moderator for “three common group processes for group effectiveness: communication, social integration, and coordination” – two of the three “C’s” we had in our first interview guide. We interviewed the project manager three times: after the first two Sprints had been finished, after something had been released to the customer, and after the project was finished end of March 2011.

Furthermore, in November 2010, we went to the DELHI site in India for three weeks. Here, we interviewed the Indian part of the team (Scrum Master, Task Manager, Business Developer, IT Developer, and Professional Tester) for about an hour each. We also observed daily Scrum meetings, the use of the Scrum Board, a daily Scrum-of-Scrums, and a so-called ‘All Hands’ meeting where all team members from both Denmark and India were present in a video conference towards the end of a Sprint.

For both Danish and Indian second round interviews, we used a semi-structured interview guide with the following content:

- Your background: Education / Experience?
- The project? Scope? / Organization? / Roles?
- Denmark – India? People on-site in Denmark? / You? / Use of Liaison Officers?
- Teambuilding: How do you build team? Education / Experience
- Networking: Here? / Across to DK? / Community here at ITC? Bangalore?
- Examples: Surprises? Special & different about working here in general?

B. Coding and categorizing

The research methodology we adopted in analyzing our data after the second round of interviews can be described as a contextualized, interpretive one, using the technique of case study research [22, 23]. Our research can be characterized as being interpretive research in that we attempted to understand the distributed project using the agile Scrum “phenomena” and the problems therein through the meanings that people assigned to the issues we brought up in the interviews. Thus, our access to reality is through social constructions, such as language, consciousness, and shared meanings [24].

Our data analysis followed the interpretive tradition, using hermeneutics [25]. Interview minutes and observation documents were coded and analyzed. Careful qualitative data analysis [26] uncovered a number of underlying themes: one being social capital, but others were communication, coordination and control, as well as motivation and embedded quality assurance. In the following sections III – VII we give an account of our findings.

III. CASE ANALYSIS AND SOCIAL TEAM CAPITAL

The concept of Social capital is relatively new and is an attempt to bring together a number of concepts such as informal organization, trust, culture, social support, social exchange, social resources, embeddedness, rational contracts, social networks, and inter-firm networks [27]. Social capital has three dimensions, namely, a structural, relational, and cognitive dimension [21, 27].
As we see it, Scrum contributed to the development (virtual) network ties because it more or less prescribed an internal network within each of the distributed Scrum team, and ties between the Scrum teams related to roles. Thus, within each of the Scrum teams strong and redundant ties between all participants were emphasized, as well as strong ties between the Scrum Master for each team and the project manager. The All Hands meeting at the end of each sprint provided an opportunity to form at least some sort of (initial) tie between members of the two Scrum teams. Hence, by prescribing and emphasizing ties within the Scrum teams and between people possessing specific roles within the overall project organization, Scrum created attention and an opportunity for ties to manifest themselves. The quality of any tie, however, depends on the individuals having trust in each other and being motivated to maintain the ties which is connected to the relational dimension of social-capital.

B. Relational dimension and trust

The relational dimension of social capital concerns the nature and quality of the relationship between individuals in the network. Trust is essential for developing strong ties, that is, ties of high quality. Four types of trust are suggested by Sabherwal [28]: calculus-based trust, knowledge-based trust, identification-based trust and performance trust, as being important for IT outsourcing projects. The four types of trust are discussed in greater detail below.

First, calculus-based trust relies on explicit or implicit perceived rewards and punishments associated with a particular contractual relationship. In the interviews we did not hear about any rewards or punishments that had or could have influenced the quality of the relations between individuals within in the project or between project members and the surrounding organization.

Knowledge-based trust relies on personal knowledge (experience) about the individual or second hand knowledge about prior merits. Knowledge based trust may exist prior to starting a project if participants have a history together. In the case organization, very limited knowledge-based trust existed when the project started. The relation between the Indian Scrum Master and the Danish Project Manager was, however, an exception. The Project Manager noted in an interview, “I have very high trust in the Indian Scrum Master. I have worked with him in Denmark and trust him, I trust he knows what he is doing.” Observing the DELHI project work and conducting interviews in India in November 2011, it was clear to us (the researchers) that a high degree of trust had been developed between the different participants. The Indian team members expressed trust in each other, but the Indians also felt confident and comfortable when interacting with the Danes. The trust concerned both professional capabilities and trust as human beings.

Looking at the two Scrum teams in the DELHI project, we find that using Scrum supported developing knowledge
trust (knowledge about each other) because the daily Scrum meetings allowed all team members to interact and get to know what the others were doing. The all-hands meetings provided knowledge about individuals across Scrum teams. This setup provided ample opportunity for the team members to get to know each other.

*Identification trust* depend on both parties effectively understanding and appreciating the others’ wants. Especially in the relation between the two Scrum teams, a respect for the other party developed. Thus, during the interviews the interviewees expressed sympathy and understanding for the other party. When scheduling meetings, the times that fit both sides were agreed upon, and strong ties in both India and Denmark developed based on personal/private knowledge about each other.

Finally, *performance-based trust* was established very quickly in the DELHI project. In an interview shortly after the first release, the Project Manager told us that, in his opinion, the first release went very well and he expressed great confidence that the project would perform as intended. He also commented that the daily Scrum-of-Scrums allowed him to follow the performance closely. By using Scrum, performance trust was supported by frequent deliveries and short feedback loop realized due to the fact that tasks were relatively small and that someone else ensured quality (testing the product). Between the two Scrum teams, performance trust was supported by demos/deliveries at the end of each Sprint. Finally, performance trust was established relatively fast between the Scrum team and the project manager, based on the principle of daily Scrum-of-Scrums meetings, the burn-down chart, and deliveries as the result of each Sprint.

### C. The Cognitive dimension

The cognitive dimension of social capital concerns shared vision and shared language and concepts. In the DELHI project, both the Project Manager and the team members expressed that a shared vision for the project as such was created quickly when using the product backlog as the cornerstone. Breaking the product backlog down into a release plan and sprint backlogs made the shared vision very operational. Especially the participants in the Indian team were enthusiastic about this way of expressing a shared vision. Using Scrum in the DELHI project also provided shared language and concepts concerning the developing process, as well as their roles and responsibilities.

Summing up, the analysis shows that the DELHI project was very effective developing social capital. Ties within the DELHI project’s Scrum teams were established quickly and developed into strong ties during the first couple of sprints. Developing ties between Scrum teams (sites) took a little longer but was quickly started by the visit to India by the Project Manager and the Danish Scrum Master. We found that Scrum support developed social capital by creating attention and opportunity for ties to manifest themselves.

### IV. Articulation Theory for Coordination

In addition to social capital, our second round interview analysis had categories of data on the three “C”’s [15], the first being coordination.

*Coordination* was analyzed in the first team process. In order for multiple actors within a project to pursue a common goal, they have to perform activities, which single actors pursuing the same goals would not have to do; these extra ordinary activities we call coordination. Thus, coordination can be defined as “the additional information processing performed when multiple, connected actors pursue goals that a single actor pursuing the same goals would not perform”[29]. One way to understand how coordination comes about could be by using the notion of *articulation* [30]. Thus, in order for actors within a project to be able to collaborate and coordinate their effort, the tasks involved in pursuing the common goal need to be articulated, and it should be established who is doing what, when they do it, and how and when to coordinate/align their work.

Strauss [30] argues that, analytically, it is useful to be able to distinguish between two aspects of articulation: the *articulation process* and the *articulation work*. Articulation work is a part of the overall articulation process; thus, articulation process is the more inclusive set of actions. Splitting articulation into two different constructs, however, allows an important distinction. The *articulation process* focuses on how work is actually performed by actors, while the *articulation work* has a more descriptive or prescriptive nature, focusing on “the specifics of putting together tasks, task sequences, task clusters.” It even aligns larger units, such as lines of work and sub-projects, in the service of a workflow (ibid). The term articulation work has been adopted by a number of IS researchers and used in slightly different ways [31-34]. Here, we want to use Strauss’ original definition of the constructs to analyze how Scrum, as a project management and systems development paradigm, influenced the articulation work and the articulation process performed in a software development project. Second, we use Strauss’ work to discuss why Scrum also seems to be very well suited for virtual teams, although it was originally intended for collocated project teams.

When interviewing project managers and members of the Scrum team, they pointed out that what they liked about working with Scrum was that Scrum helped them to understand very clearly what work needed to be done within the whole project and the specific Sprint; what they were expected to do themselves, what others were doing, and how to coordinate work.

An analysis of the DELHI project with articulation theory indicates that articulation work, including coordination, is performed in a very constructive manner when using Scrum. When performing project work, it is important to understand how to break down project work into tasks, sequencing the tasks, assigning the tasks to specific individuals, deciding how to perform the tasks, and recognizing the need for coordinating/aligning tasks.
How is this done when using Scrum? First, abstract tasks (general user stories) are defined as part of the product backlog, without considering who or how to perform the tasks. Second, somewhat more detailed tasks are defined when establishing a Sprint backlog, and here the need for sequencing/coordinating tasks may also be addressed at an abstract level. Thus, establishing the product backlog and the sprint backlog allows reconciliation about the ‘what’ part (tasks) of the project work (between the product owner and the project team) to take place without complicating it with the ‘who’, ‘when’ and ‘how’ part. Third, tasks are defined in more detail when moving tasks from the sprint backlog into the in progress column, and, at the same time, it is established who (in the team) is actually doing the work. Thus, the need to coordinate with other tasks/people is addressed at a more detailed level. Finally, Daily Scrum meetings and the Scrum Board provide a simple structure, supporting the team and finalizing the articulation work.

In Danske Bank and the Delhi case it seems that Scrum allows articulation to take place just-in-time involving the actual participants in the work. Thus, using Scrum, the articulation work takes place at a more and more detailed level as the process progresses, and reconciliation of the articulation work takes place when the people actually performing the tasks get involved.

The principle of making tasks, their sequence, and their status visible through the Sprint Backlog and the Scrum board allows all team members to get an overview of the tasks to be performed and those already performed, as well as to understand who is working on what tasks. This knowledge enables each team member to approach other team members directly if a common issue has to be resolved. The daily Scrum meetings further allow team members to realize when coordination is needed. Thus, also in virtual projects Scrum relies on mechanisms that enable team members to realize when coordination is needed instead of using pre-designed coordination mechanisms related to specific tasks. On the project level, coordination between more Scrum teams is provided by using common sprints (common milestones) and all-hands meetings, and on the day-to-day basis, the Scrum-of-Scrum meetings allow ad-hoc coordination.

Hence, for Coordination, Scrum provides a framework that supports all parts of articulation work, and yet requires very little time trying to foresee and negotiate the work flow and coordination mechanisms prior to actually conducting the work. Four aspects of Scrum especially provide coordination: the Product Backlog, the Sprint Backlog, the Scrum Board and the Daily Scrum meetings.

V. Boundary Objects for Communication

Communication is the second of the “C”-categories we analyzed. The analysis has two parts: 1) general factors influencing the communication in the DELHI project, and 2) the theory of boundary objects to provide a deeper and better understanding of what is happening in relation to communication.

When focusing on communication, the principle of short 15-minutes Daily Scrum meetings ensures an open channel for communication, even if electronic media have to be used. In the DELHI project, separate daily Scrum meetings were conducted on location in India and Denmark, followed later in the day by a Scrum-of-Scrums meeting which was conducted as an e-meeting (telephone line plus a shared electronic document showing the status of the Scrum Board and the issues raised by the Scrum teams).

At the end of each Sprint an All Hands meeting was conducted as a video conference (live video of off-side participants), plus a shared presentation of documents, power points, product demo, and others.

Although meetings and boundary objects provide an opportunity to communicate, it may not result in open and honest communication, as the building-up of social capital obviously is more difficult to develop in virtual teams. But also here some of the principles used in Scrum seem to be very powerful and help develop trust more or less for free. Hence, performance trust may be established quickly due to frequent deliveries and quick feedback, knowledge trust developed due to actually meeting every day, and calculus-based trust formed from the Sprint Backlog which established clear expectations about each delivery.

Apart from these observations on communication, in general, we found that we needed a more solid theoretical framework for explaining what went on when using Scrum for distributed projects. To provide that theoretical perspective, we choose Boundary Object Theory which can be used to provide a deeper understanding of communication between key stakeholders. Boundary Objects are defined as “… objects which are both plastic enough to adapt to local needs and constraints of the several parties employing them, yet robust enough to maintain a common identity across sites. They are weakly structured in common use, and become strongly structured in individual-site use. They may be abstract or concrete. They have different meanings in different social worlds, but their structure is common enough to more than one world to make them recognizable means of translation” [35].

In general a software development project will have four basic stakeholders. The intended users, developers, user management and development management. Basically communication is needed between all four basic stakeholders, and often things go wrong because of miscommunication exactly at the boundaries between the four basic stakeholders. For example a user may say “I need double entry bookkeeping”, but a developer, without knowledge of the bookkeeping domain may say: “Let us make it simple; you can have single entry bookkeeping”. This is a very bad idea, because all professional bookkeeping has been double, ever since it was invented several hundred years ago. Thus the developer clearly reveals (in the
statement on single bookkeeping) his or her lack of knowledge of the application domain.

However, lack of knowledge is common. Not only will developers lack knowledge of the user domain, users may also lack knowledge on what is technically possible. Further, user representatives – i.e. user management – may not have sufficient knowledge of the actual practice of the users, and sellers may promise more than developers can deliver.

Thus we need something plastic and adaptable to make the four basic stakeholders communicate, and that was exactly what we found in Boundary Objects [35].

In our analysis of the DELHI project, we found that Scrum offered three obvious boundary objects: (1) User stories, which bind together users (who can express their needs in everyday-stories on use) and developers (who can understand the story and transform it easily to design requirements). (2) Product Backlog, where the user representative can prioritize tasks and thereby easily communicate to developers what is needed first. (3) Visible Scrum Board and burn-down charts, where the developers can easily express what value has been delivered and where Danske Bank management can quickly see whether the project is on track.

Regarding communication, we also found that the two roles as Product Owner and Scrum Master in a way worked as boundary objects or ‘bridge builders’ - as they were called in the DELHI project. A closer look at the literature shows that exactly these two roles can be classified as so-called Boundary Spanners [36]. In the concrete, Scrum can be said to have pre-defined roles whereby individuals are nominated in the two boundary spanning roles: (1) the Product Owner role that provides knowledge from the user-world to the developer world, and (2) the Scrum Master role that ensures that the daily stand-up meeting runs smoothly and that knowledge is shared between developers and users (represented by product owner).

We are not alone in seeing Boundary Objects as a good theory for explaining what is going on in software design processes. A prominent example is Bergman et al. [37] who identify four essential features of boundary objects: (a) Shared representation, (b) Transform design knowledge, (c) Mobilize for action, and (d) Legitimizing design knowledge. In our analysis of DELHI, we found the first three in Scrum. User Stories and the Product Backlog are examples of (a) shared representations; the Sprint Planning Meeting is an example of (b), transformation of design knowledge, and shows – in our analysis – the closeness between articulation theory and boundary objects, similar to what we discussed in the section on Coordination above. The Scrum Board and the Burn-Down Chart clearly mobilize for action (c).

Finally, the prioritization of the Backlog by the Product Owner brings “political” legitimacy (d) to the software development process, as it grants "a legitimate status to a boundary object through validation of its content as to align with the stakeholders’ intent” [37, p. 551].

Thus, our conclusion on boundary object and spanners theory is that Scrum provides five different mechanisms that work as such, and seem to work extremely well – based on observations from the DELHI case.

VI. CONTROL

The last “C” – Control - was also a category in our findings. Best practice in distributed teams takes in common milestones, frequent delivery, quick feedback, frequent meetings, and frequent progress reports [16]. All these practices can be found in Scrum as it was practiced in DELHI. Sprints serve as common milestones, and each Sprint (which is relatively short) will bring a delivery. Feedback on individual tasks is given when it is tested, and feedback on a unit of tasks at the end of a sprint, which is performed at the end of a sprint to provide group feedback/learning. Frequent meetings are implemented as daily Scrum meetings and Scrum of Scrum meetings. Progress can be read directly on the daily update of the scrum Board and the Burn-down chart.

VII. SOCIAL INTEGRATION, QUALITY AND MOTIVATION

Evans and Carson [21] found social capital to moderate coordination, communication and social integration. Thus, we had a category in our analysis of DELHI data on social integration.

Social integration concerns the sense of belonging to a team, identifying with the team. In the interviews with the DELHI project manager, he expressed satisfaction with the team members not only for their motivation, their dedication to the project, and their willingness to help each other, but also for helping the project to succeed and achieving their goal. The team members interviewed expressed great satisfaction working on this project, reporting that they were proud to be working on this project. We could not identify specific elements where Scrum supported social integration, but together they had a shared vision with clear and achievable goals. With much social capital, this provided a basis for social integration.

As for Quality, the Scrum Board division between Done and Done Done ensured quality of the deliverables produced by the team. In the DELHI project, however, there was a specific role as Professional Tester, both in Denmark and India, which ensured quality. We could see that Scrum was plastic enough to allow such roles to be part of the Scrum team.

Finally, when we asked the team participants how they found working with Scrum, the answer was three-fold. First, they pointed to the closer contact with, and immediate feedback from the customer. Second, they felt increased commitment and feelings of ownership. Third, they pointed to the energy released from being able to focus on and deliver quick results.
VIII. CONCLUSION

Based on the observation of Scrum gaining surprising momentum and being used for distributed projects, we phrased the research question: Why does Scrum work?

To answer this, we carried out a case study from which we obtained an in-depth understanding of the reasons for this. We analyzed the data gathered using first a grounded theory approach, followed by an interpretive hermeneutic approach. Our analysis shows why Scrum works in the following ways:

- Scrum can build up relations and networks within and for the project team;
- Scrum has mechanisms for building trust – even at a distance;
- Scrum gives the project team a common language and target to aim for;
- Scrum is very useful for coordinating work in the project team;
- Scrum makes a number of boundary objects and boundary spanner roles available;
- Scrum includes a certain meeting structure that works well for communication in the project team;
- Scrum includes simple but effective mechanisms for tracking project progress;
- Scrum has simple mechanisms built in for ensuring quality; and
- the use of Scrum gives energy and motivation to the team.

Together these nine answers form a comprehensive and profound explanation of the mechanisms in Scrum that affects how complex software projects are managed. This contribution – we believe – is both more generalizable and more useful than typical explanations which have just black-boxed the Scrum method and thereby explain the success.

A. Validity

Our findings were presented and discussed in a workshop in India in January 2011. Further results were presented to the Project Manager in January and in April 2011. The comments and critiques received have been worked into this version of the paper.
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